
Origin an Evolution of the Universe
      Solutions for Problem set II
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one can evaluate the integral which gives the time associated with each scale factor using 
for example IDL integration function:

Function arg, x
  Omega_R = 1d-4
  Omega_M = 2.999d-1
  Omega_V = 7d-1
  inv_x   = 1./x
  Return, 1./sqrt(Omega_R*inv_x*inv_x+Omega_M*inv_x+Omega_V*x*x)
End

pro prob21

T_h    = 1.d10 ;Hubble time in years
a_MR   = 3.3d-4
a_MV   = 8.4d-1
n      = 100  ;number of points at which the a(t) is calculated
a_t    = fltarr(n) ;The array containing a(t) values
t      = fltarr(n) ;The array contaiting t values

a_in   = 0.
a_t[0] = 0.
t[0]   = 0.
d_a_log= 6./n

For i=1, n-1 do begin
   a_t[i] = 1.d-5*10.^(i*d_a_log)
   print, a_t[i]
   t[i]   = QROMB('arg', a_in,a_t[i])
Endfor 

return
End

and plot the result which is shown in the following, with matter-radiation and matter-dark 
energy equality identified on it.
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3.a)  One can use the equations and constants given in the problem set to calculate the 
effective magnitudes at 20 randomly chosen redshifts in [0,1] interval. Note that the actual 
value of Hubble constant is not important because it only change the scale of distances and 
effective magnitudes.

One can use for instance IDL to calculate mock data:

Function arg0, z
  Common Omega, Omega_M, Omega_V, Omega_C
  Return, 1./sqrt(abs(Omega_M*(1.+z)^3+Omega_V+Omega_C*(1.+z)^2))
End

Function dis0, z
  H0       = 75  ; km/sec/Mpc
  Common Omega, Omega_M, Omega_V, Omega_C
  If Omega_C gt 0 then temp = (1.+z)*(1./sqrt(Omega_C)/H0)*sinh(sqrt(Omega_C)*QROMB('arg0', 0.,z))
  If Omega_C lt 0 then temp = (1.+z)*(1./sqrt(abs(Omega_C))/H0)*sin(sqrt(abs(Omega_C))*QROMB('arg0', 
0.,z)) 
  Return, temp
End

Pro prob23

Common Omega, Omega_M, Omega_V, Omega_C 

Omega_M = 0.2
Omega_V = 0.75
Omega_C = 1.-Omega_M-Omega_V

n        = 20    ;number of data points(redshif-mag pairs)

n_M      = 210    ;number of Omega_M values in model
Omega_M0 = 0.009    ;initial Omega_M value in model
inc_M    = 1.d-2 ;increment for by which Omega_M values are changing

n_V      = 220    ;number of Omega_V values in model
Omega_Va = fltarr(n_M,n_V)
Omega_Ma = fltarr(n_M,n_V)
Omega_V0 = -1.   ;initial Omega_V value in model 
inc_V    = 1.d-2 ;increment for by which Omega_V values are changing

xhi      = fltarr(n_M,n_V)
p        = fltarr(n_M,n_V)

;--------(a) generating mock data --------
z_i      = Randomu(seed, n)
m_i      = fltarr(2,n)
m_mod    = fltarr(n_M,n_V,n)

For i=0, n-1 do begin
   m_i[0,i] = Alog10((1./dis0(z_i[i]))^2/4./!Pi) ;mock data without noise
   m_i[1,i] = 0.01*Randomn(seed)+m_i[0,i] ;mock data with noise
Endfor
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The effective magnitudes before and after addition of small measurement errors is plotted 
respectively in the following two plots:
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3.b) Following the same procedure one can produce a set of model data at redshifts chosen 
randomly in the last step, using different values for dark matter and dark energy density 
parameters.  Then  by  calculating  the  χ2 for  each  pairs  of  ΩΛ and  ΩM  one  can  find  the 
Bayesian probability for each pair of parameters. The rest of the example code is devoted to 
mentioned steps:
.
.
.

;-------(b) generatin model values and finding the best fit model-------

For j=0, n_M-1 do begin

   Omega_M = Omega_M0+j*inc_M
   Omega_Ma[j,*] = Omega_M

   For k=0, n_V-1 do begin
      Omega_V = Omega_V0+k*inc_V
      Omega_Va[*,k] = Omega_V

      Omega_C = 1.-Omega_M-Omega_V
      print, Omega_V, Omega_M
      xhi[j,k] = 0.
      For i=0, n-1 do begin
         m_mod[j,k,i] = Alog10((1./dis0(z_i[i]))^2/4./!Pi) ;model data
         xhi[j,k] = xhi[j,k]+(m_i[1,i]-m_mod[j,k,i])^2/m_i[1,i];calculation Xhi squared
      Endfor
      p[j,k]   = exp(-xhi[j,k]); calculating the probability

 
   Endfor
Endfor

Return
End

The contour plot showing the distribution of Bayesian probability is illustrated in the next 
page. As it is seen, the best fit values are somewhere in the top left of the diagram where the 
probability is maximum. The best fit values in that diagram are 0.72 and 0.19 respectively 
for  ΩΛ and ΩM.
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